
Would Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

And-and-if you ________________________, it's not too late.1. (withdraw)would rather withdraw

But I _______________ that than shoot at one of the cows.2. (do)'d rather do

He knew a few things about Jimmy Marsh-things Jimmy
________________________ the world, and especially the yellow
newspapers, know.

3.

(not/have)
would rather not have

And I ___________________ with you than live after you.4. (die)would rather die

When any of our birds launch a family into the world they
________________________ spectators, and you are pretty sure to be
abused if you intrude upon the scene.

5.

(not/have)
would rather not have

Do you mean you _________________ her the victim of a real madness
she could not control?
6.

(have)
'd rather have

This supply contented the company, who feared nothing so much as
starving, and yet, says Smith, so envied him that they
______________________ starving than have him get reputation by his
vigorous conduct.

7.

(hazard)
would rather hazard

Well, lad, I don't want your confidence if you ________________________
it; but I will tell you my story, and perhaps when you have heard it you may be
the more inclined to tell me yours.

8.

(not/give)

would rather not give

He ______________________ extreme hardship than accept a doubtful
favour.
9.

(suffer)
would rather suffer

She _____________________ herself with old David, who kept her apart
from the rest.
10.

(trust)
would rather trust

I ________________ some one on him whom he didn't know, but we'll
have to chance it.
11.

(put)
'd rather put

I ____________________ that my son and daughter were dead, like their
mother, than have them saved to be slaves.
12.

(know)
would rather know
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I ________________ any other means than that!13. (try)'d rather try

He __________________ a problem than eat.14. (solve)'d rather solve

You mean that you ____________________ out of the way of the man
you prayed for, so long as he is well.
15.

(keep)
would rather keep

He had heard hints of a cargo for Basra, in the Persian Gulf; and until they
could get him a white crowd he ________________________ any more risks
in the Aegean.

16.

(not/take)
would rather not take

He ___________________ than admit defeat, with all those who knew
him looking on at the game.
17.

(die)
would rather die

And yet another chap might come along and she might find she
__________________________ to him!
18.

(passive/engage)would rather be engaged

I _____________________ of them anymore, if you please.19. (not/talk)'d rather not talk

She thinks you wish to marry her from pity, and she ________________
like a brave girl than consent to that.
20.

(die)
'd rather die
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